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ABSTRACT

Foucault argues the subject is a function of regimes of power/knowledge. The claim seems to be valid as the composed one that all agency is influenced by its social context: the subject is not autonomous. The claim is not valid as the excitable one that all actions and beliefs are fixed by their social context: the subject is an agent who can make choices and act creatively against a given social background. This essay then sets outs to explore the normative implications of a composed reading of Foucault through his work on governmentality and an ethic of care for the self. To begin, a composed reading is shown to be sufficient to sustain the critical force of genealogy. Then it is shown to support an ethical preference for power that recognises the other as an agent rather than violence. Finally it is shown to support an ethical preference for technologies of the self that resist the normalizing effects of modern power.
"There is no sovereign, founding subject, a universal form of subject to be found everywhere": "the subject is constituted through practices of subjection, or, in a more autonomous way, through practices of liberation." A hostility to the subject runs throughout Foucault's oeuvre. Indeed, he himself said, "it is not power, but the subject, which is the general theme of my research"; and he described as his main aim the attempt "to create a history of the different modes by which, in our culture, human beings are made subjects," and so to efface the idea of the self-constituting subject. In his early work, Foucault portrayed the subject as a construct of social languages or epistemes. Later, however, and especially following his research for Discipline and Punish, he portrayed the subject as a product of regimes of power/knowledge, the will to power, and other such things. From about 1970 onwards, therefore, Foucault argued that "the individual is an effect of power." The first issue I want to address is the nature of the relationship between the subject and social power. Doing so, I hope, will enable me later to examine the role of Foucault's theory of power as a basis for ethical critique. Throughout I will be more interested to use Foucault than to interpret him. I will concentrate on exploring an ethic one might build on a stance to the subject inspired by aspects of his work, rather than on a detailed analysis of the changes, tensions, and imprecision found in his view of the subject.

The Subject as Agent

To begin, therefore, let us look at power/knowledge and its role in constructing the subject. Foucault postulates a historical series of regimes of power/knowledge, all of which are incommensurable with one another, and each of which sustains a different type of subjectivity. All knowledge arises out of a power complex: regimes of power define what counts as a meaningful utterance, what topics are to be investigated, how facts are to be produced, and the like. Equally, however, all
regimes of power are constituted by discursive formations: regimes of knowledge
define who does and who does not have the intellectual authority to decide issues,
how information should be gathered about who and by who, and the like. Power and
knowledge always imply one another: they interpenetrate within specific regimes that
provide the modes of subjection, and also liberation, through which subjects constitute
themselves. Foucault argues that ideas such as subjectivity, personality, and the soul
are just part of a specific discursive formation produced by the operation of a specific
power complex on the body. Here one can see Foucault's *Discipline and Punish* as an
attempt to analyse the way power works on the body through external controls, and his
*History of Sexuality* as an attempt to analyse the way it does so through internal
controls. The former work looks at the rise of the modern system of surveillance in
prisons, schools, factories, hospitals, and so on. Modern power relies on constant
supervision and control of individuals in accord with a certain concept of normality.
The later work looks at the extension of a confessional technology of the self from a
religious domain to social life as a whole. Individuals police themselves by
examining, confessing, and regulating their own thoughts and behaviour in accord
with a certain concept of normality. Even if Foucault sometimes appears to put too
much emphasis on the body at the expense of things such as the law, the crux of his
position is clear: society, conceived as a specific regime of power/knowledge, defines
the subject, conceived in terms of both the norms by which we try to live and the
techniques by which we try to ensure we do so. The individual is the arbitrary
construct of a social formation. Society gives us the values and practices by which we
live.

Foucault's analysis of the social construction of the subject might seem merely
to recapitulate a concept already familiar to us as socialisation. Actually, however, his
critique of the subject cuts deeper than this. Foucault argues that power is ubiquitous
so a subject can come into being only as a construct of a regime of power/knowledge.
No society, culture, or practice possibly could be free of power. No individual
possibly could constitute himself as an autonomous agent free from all regimes of power. This is why, to return to our starting point, Foucault rejected the concept of the "sovereign, founding subject" for one of "the subject" as "constituted through practices." Even when individuals appear to live in accord with commitments they have accepted for themselves, they really are only examining and regulating their lives in accord with a regime of power. Foucault's view of the subject, therefore, precludes an idea often seen as the core of liberalism, the Enlightenment Project, or modernity; it precludes the idea of the individual coming before, or standing outside of society. Indeed, Foucault argues that our view of the subject as an autonomous agent derives from our having so internalised the technique of confession that we see it falsely as a way of unlocking our inner selves rather than rightly as a way of defining ourselves in accord with a social formation. He says: "the obligation to confess is now relayed through so many different points, is so deeply ingrained in us, that we no longer perceive it as the effect of a power that constrains us; on the contrary, it seems to us that truth, lodged in our most secret nature, demands only to surface."10

According to Foucault, the individual subject is not an autonomous agent, but rather a social construct. To consider the validity of his view of the subject, I want to distinguish autonomy from agency.11 Autonomous subjects would be able, at least in principle, to have experiences, to reason, to adopt beliefs, and to act, outside all social contexts. They could avoid the influence of any norms and techniques prescribed by a regime of power/knowledge. This concept of the autonomous subject resembles the idea of a "sovereign, founding subject" that Foucault vehemently rejects: autonomous subjects, at least in principle, could found and rule themselves uninfluenced by others. Agents, in contrast, exist only in specific social contexts, but these contexts never determine how they try to construct themselves. Although agents necessarily exist within regimes of power/knowledge, these regimes do not determine the experiences they can have, the ways they can exercise their reason, the beliefs they can adopt, or
the actions they can attempt to perform. Agents are creative beings; it is just that their creativity occurs in a given social context that influences it.

If we take Foucault's hostility to the subject to be a critique of autonomy, it seems to me to be reasonable. Certainly many recent trends in social and moral philosophy, such as post-modernism and communitarianism, have emphasised the implausibility of the autonomous subject who stands outside of society. They have done so, at least in part, because of the impact of holism on contemporary philosophy. If all experiences and all reasoning necessarily embody theoretical assumptions, the subject can reach beliefs only in the context of an existing web of beliefs; and if the subject can have experiences and exercise his reason only in relation to a prior set of theories, we can not conceive of his doing so unless we take him to have done so, at least initially, in the context of a set of theories made available to him by his community. Holism implies, therefore, that the subject could not, even in principle, have experiences or exercise his reason outside all social contexts. The subject can not be autonomous.

However, if we take Foucault's hostility to the subject to be a critique of agency, it seems to me to be unreasonable. A rejection of autonomy need not entail a rejection of agency: we can say the subject always sets off against a social background that influences him, and still insist he then can reason and act in creative, novel ways so as to modify this background. Indeed, we must allow for agency if only because we can not individuate beliefs or actions by reference to the social context alone. Different people adopt different beliefs and perform different actions against the background of the same social structure, so there must be at least an undecided space in front of these structures where individuals decide what beliefs to hold and what actions to perform. If some beliefs and actions are not shared by everyone in a given episteme or regime of power/knowledge, we can not individuate every belief and action by reference to that episteme or regime of power/knowledge in the way we
would need to if we were to reject agency. We must allow, therefore, that the subject is an agent, even if not an autonomous agent.

Many of the difficulties, but also some of the excitement, of Foucault's work, derive, I believe, from his characteristic elision of the distinction between autonomy and agency. Sometimes, when he talks of the ubiquity of power or the implausibility of the idea of a founding subject, he appears to reject only autonomy, but at other times, when he describes confession as self-regulation in accord with a regime of power or the individual as a mere effect of power, he appears also to reject agency. One might distinguish, therefore, between an excitable Foucault opposed to the subject as agent and a composed Foucault opposed only to autonomy. No doubt the excitable Foucault, who sees the individual solely as a product of social power, is a more familiar figure. He uncompromisingly pronounces the subject dead, and portrays the self as a construct of an episteme, disciplinary matrix, or some such. He writes histories that deliberately exclude references to intentional and novel performances by individuals. Nonetheless, the composed Foucault, who allows the subject to constitute himself within the context of a regime of power, does appear occasionally, especially in the final writings on governmentality and an ethic of care for the self.

Crucially, these two Foucaults provide us not only with different views of the relationship of the subject to social power, but also, therefore, with different resources for critique. The main issue I want to address is the extent to which a composed Foucault might provide us with normative resources for critique far richer than those associated with the excitable Foucault. Perhaps we will lose some of the seductive charm of Foucault's work when we construct a more composed ethic out of aspects thereof; indeed, given that some of the excitement of his work derives from its aporias, contradictions, and elisions, any attempt to deal with these problems necessitates a loss of some of that excitement. Nonetheless, if we are to build a
coherent and acceptable ethic using his work, we clearly have to confront its aporias, contradictions, and elisions, even though we might thereby lose something.

The Error of Modernity

A crucial feature of Foucault's archaeological and genealogical studies is the critical light they cast on modernity. The targets of his critical histories are what we broadly might call an enlightenment view of knowledge and a liberal view of freedom. The enlightenment view of knowledge encapsulates a faith in a neutral reason going to work on pure experience. The individual can avoid, or overcome, local, subjective prejudices so as to obtain objective knowledge of the world as it is. Modernity represents itself, following the enlightenment, as based on universal and objective knowledge of the world. The liberal view of freedom evokes areas of life, often defined by rights, where the individual should not be subject to any social constraint. Modernity represents itself, following liberalism, as based on the defence of individual liberty against social power. The enlightenment view of knowledge and the liberal view of freedom are tied to one another in presupposing that the individual can stand outside of society. Modernity, therefore, enshrines a faith in an autonomous subject who can avoid local prejudices and who can be freed from social constraint.

Foucault, in contrast, argues that the subject can not be autonomous, so modernity is masquerading as something it is not. His archaeological and genealogical studies reveal as an illusion the self-understanding of modernity. They show us that our modern society neither enshrines a universal reason nor defends an individual liberty in the way we might think it does. On the contrary, because both enlightenment reason and liberal freedom are impossible, when we moderns describe our society in these terms, we hide, and so intensify, the way modern reason excludes other forms of thought and the way modern power dominates the individual. Consider, for example, Foucault's analysis of modern power. He argues that the modern individual is just as dominated by a regime of power as were his predecessors.
The only difference is that where earlier forms of power were public and intermittent, modern power is local and continuous. Modern power takes the form of the gaze - we are normalized through superveillance in schools, factories, hospitals, and the like. Indeed, we deploy practices such as that of confession so as to regulate and normalize ourselves in accord with the modern regime of power. The only effect of all our liberationist discourses, with their impossible, liberal view of freedom, is to mask the way in which modern power thus dominates us. 

The main critical force of Foucault's work lies, therefore, in the way it pricks the pretension of modernity. Archaeology and genealogy provide us with ways of uncovering the real nature of societies that see themselves as objectively rational and as protective of individual liberty. They can show us that the enlightenment idea of a universal reason actually represents one historically specific form of reason among many, and that by masquerading as a universal form it manages to delegitimise the others. And they can show us that the liberal view of freedom actually represents a normalizing force, and that by masquerading as liberating it manages to implicate us in the process of normalization. Here our composed reading of Foucault can generate this critique of modernity in much the same way as can an excitable reading. Our composed Foucault rejects autonomy, so he denies the very possibility of the individual standing outside of society in the way presupposed by an enlightenment view of knowledge and a liberal view of freedom. Moreover, once we thus reject the self-understanding of modernity, we will go on to ask, what is the real basis of modernity, and how does its self-understanding obscure its real basis? I do not want to suggest that a rejection of autonomy leads us inexorably to Foucault's conclusions about the nature of modern reason and modern power. On the contrary, someone might accept something akin to his critique of autonomy only to disagree profoundly with the particular way in which he unpacks modernity. All I want to say is: a rejection of autonomy gives us a critical perspective on modernity akin to that of Foucault. A rejection of the possibility of autonomy allows us critically to challenge
any theoretical or social formation, such as those associated here with the enlightenment and liberalism, that presupposes such autonomy.

Crucially, however, our composed Foucault can avoid the aporias so many critics point to in the excitable Foucault. The main criticism of Foucault is that he cuts the ground from under his feet: in rejecting the possibility of reason and freedom, he leaves himself no epistemological or normative grounds on which to build his own histories with their ethical connotations. The problem seems insurmountable for the excitable Foucault with whom we are so familiar. In contrast, a composed Foucault, who defended agency and so local reasoning, would have resources on which to draw in order to escape these aporias and even open up further forms of critique. To develop a suitable epistemology, our composed Foucault might devise an account of local reasoning that gave us grounds for accepting a body of knowledge as objectively valid, at least temporarily. And to develop a suitable ethic, our composed Foucault might use an account of agency so as to distinguish acceptable from unacceptable forms of power.

What I want to do next is to explore the latter possibility in relation to Foucault's final work on governmentality and an ethic of care for the self. Before I do so, however, let me recapitulate the position as I see it. Foucault argues that power is ineliminable in a way that undermines the very idea of the autonomous subject: the individual necessarily exists in a prior social context which influences him. The undifferentiated concept of power he deploys stands, therefore, as a critique of modernity, where modernity is understood in terms of an ideal of autonomy. But in so far as his undifferentiated concept of power implies all subjects and all knowledge are mere products of social power, it leaves us no grounds on which to assert an alternative ideal to the modern one of autonomy. To overcome this problem, we need to differentiate between types of power, and we need to do so in terms of a suitable concept of agency. Can we find a composed Foucault who does something like this in his work on governmentality and an ethic of care for the self?
Power as a Critique of Violence

Foucault introduced the concept of governmentality as he came to emphasise the positive role played by power in the processes by which people have constructed themselves. Although he always allowed for this positive role in his theoretical work, his historical studies of biopower - of how modern power controls our bodies - tell a story of the ceaseless and unlimited domination of social power over individuals. His account of power in modern prisons, for example, focuses almost exclusively on the ways in which governors and other official figures dominate inmates; it ignores the ways in which inmates are influenced (perhaps even constructed) by other parts of the social background, such as their fellow prisoners. Actually, however, if we understand the ubiquity of power as an expression of the fact that the subject always exists in a social context that influences his agency, then we must allow that any regime of power will provide him with resources for challenging social norms as well as pressures to follow them. Foucault allowed for this most obviously in his analysis of governmentality. He argued that the modern regime of power incorporates all of sovereignty, discipline, and government. Prior to the middle of the sixteenth century, power took a monarchical form based on the sovereignty of the Prince over what he owned. Thereafter the collapse of feudalism, the Reformation, and the Counter-Reformation established new forms of social power. Indeed, the modern state arose as the sovereign power of the Prince over his territory was augmented by forms of power exercised on subjects. These new forms of power were a disciplinary police-power and a governmentality incorporating a pastoral-power. Sovereignty relies on the prohibition and punishment of acts using intermittent, negative, and repressive forms of power. Discipline refers to a type of power akin to that Foucault had explored in his history of prisons, so the idea of police-power points to apparatuses of security that intervene to secure the efficient management of docile bodies. Governmentality, in contrast, refers to the way in which the modern state
combines sovereignty and discipline with a type of power akin to that Foucault had analysed in his study of confession, so the idea of pastoral-power points to the entry into the public realm of the Christian notion of the shepherd tending the individual conscience by techniques such as self-examination and confession.

Whereas Foucault's study of discipline focused on "the objectivizing of the subject", his theory of governmentality gives more space to "the way a human being turns him - or herself - into a subject." Whereas forms of discipline go to work on bodies, the concept of governmentality requires us to pay more attention to the way in which the consciousness of the subject develops only under the influence of a social context. As Foucault said, his final work explores a modern form of power that "cannot be exercised without knowing the inside of people's minds, without exploring their souls." No doubt, as Foucault often suggested, pastoral-power can understand, manipulate, and so control consciousness in a way that mirrors the impact of discipline on the body. As Foucault also recognises, however, we can not understand pastoral-power solely as a type of discipline or domination. Whereas biopower, the discipline of the body, can control the subject without his collusion, pastoral-power has to pass through the consciousness of the subject, and, in doing so, it necessarily creates a basis for resistance. Indeed, we loosely can identify discipline with violence and pastoral-power with power as influence. Here violence controls people by acting directly and immediately upon their bodies. It is the form of power associated with sovereignty and discipline. Laws, rules, and norms are set up, and people who infringe them are punished with violence - beaten, incarcerated, and the like. Violence might confront resistance, but it can not allow resistance since it operates by dominating, by forcing others to conform: "if it [violence] comes up against any resistance it has no other option but to try to minimize it."26 Pastoral-power, in contrast, must flow through the consciousness of the other in such a way that the other internalises the relevant laws, rules, and norms so as to regulate himself. It must operate not as a direct, immediate form of domination, but rather as a type of
influence; and because it must work by convincing the other of the rightness of certain acts, it must treat the other "to the very end as a person who acts."²⁷

Perhaps we might say, therefore, that power or pastoral-power recognises the value of the subject as an agent, whereas violence or discipline attempts to extinguish the capacity of the subject for agency. Although Foucault, of course, never describes things in quite these terms, he does come remarkably close to doing so. In particular, he defines violence, in contrast to power, as aiming at domination or as a physical constraint that denies the ability of the other to act: "where the determining factors saturate the whole there is no relationship of power," rather "it is a question of a physical relationship of constraint."²⁸ Similarly, he defines power, in contrast to violence, as able to come into play only where people have a capacity to act, perhaps even a capacity to act freely: "power is exercised over free subjects, and only insofar as they are free," by which "we mean individual or collective subjects who are faced with a field of possibilities in which several ways of behaving, several reactions and diverse comportments may be realized."²⁹ If we thus accept that power always treats the subject as an agent, whereas violence always attempts to extinguish the capacity of the subject for agency, we can see why Foucault's later work on power emphasises that power, unlike violence, necessarily entails a capacity for resistance. To treat someone as an agent, one has to recognise that they can do other than one wishes - they can resist one.

Power can exist only where people have a capacity to act freely, and so only where they can resist that power. Perhaps, therefore, we should define as violent any relationship - whether overtly violent or not - in which an individual has his action determined for him. Violence manifests itself in any relationship between individuals, groups, or societies, in which one denies the agency of the other by seeking to define for them actions they must perform. Power, in contrast, appears in any relationship - although no overtly violent relationship could meet the following requirement - in which an individual does not have his action determined for him. Power manifests
itself whenever individuals, groups, or societies, act as influences on the agency of the subject without attempting to determine the particular actions the subject performs. Here a rejection of autonomy implies that power is ineliminable, while a defence of agency implies that power need not degenerate into violence. Foucault's final work on the nature of governmentality suggests, therefore, that society need not consist solely of the forms of discipline he had analysed earlier. Society might include an arena in which free individuals attempt only to influence one another.

I hope my discussion of Foucault's theory of governmentality has pointed to the way in which a distinction between violence and power might provide us with normative resources for social criticism absent from his earlier work. Provided we are willing to grant that the capacity for agency has ethical value - and this seems reasonable enough - we will denounce violent social relations and champion instead a society based on a more benign power.\(^{30}\) We will favour forms of power that recognise the other as an agent, and so provide openings for resistance. As Foucault suggested, we will judge societies against an ideal of "a minimum of domination."\(^{31}\) A good society must recognise people as agents: it must encourage forms of resistance. What is more, of course, if we are to recognise people as agents and encourage forms of resistance, we must tolerate, perhaps even promote, difference. Most discussions of the sort of ethics post-structuralism might sustain, especially in relation to feminism, highlight the ideas of a recognition of the other and a tolerance of difference.\(^{32}\) What I hope I have added to these discussions is the suggestion that one way of generating these values is to treat Foucault's concept of governmentality as implying a recognition of the subject as an agent but not an autonomous agent. No doubt important questions remain to be answered. Questions such as: can we devise criteria by which to determine the extent of violence within a society? how should we promote resistance? and can we make further relevant distinctions between forms of violence or even between forms of power? It seems clear already, however, that Foucault provides us with a point of departure from which to address these questions.
His concept of governmentality encourages us to look at social formations to see how they provide possibilities for agency and resistance understood as key forms of human freedom. As he himself said, "the notion of governmentality allows one, I believe, to set off the freedom of the subject and the relationship to others, i.e., that which constitutes the very matter of ethics."  

**Ethics as a Critique of Morality**  

A key question raised by my account of a composed Foucault's concept of governmentality is: what constitutes a worthwhile form of agency? To appreciate just how vital this question now has become for us, we need only to recall the strength of Foucault's critique of the normalizing effect of modern power. Modern power is not violent since it passes through the consciousness of the individual in a way that entails a recognition of the other as an agent. Nonetheless, Foucault consistently argues that individuals in modern society typically use their agency only to regulate themselves in accord with social norms. Far from resisting the normalizing effects of power, they act so as to promote them. Moreover, Foucault clearly regards this as a bad thing, complaining, in particular, of the state having taken over the techniques of pastoral-power. Sometimes his distaste for the normalizing effects of modern power even leads him to imply it is worse - more damaging - than overt violence. After all, violence is at least visible and honest, whereas modern power renders us insipid and uniform while pretending to liberate our true, inner selves. Power might be preferable to violence in that it recognises the other as an agent, but if the strength of modern power is such that the other uses his agency only to normalize himself, then perhaps we should prefer an honest violence to a deceitful power. It is this possibility that gives urgency to the question of what constitutes a worthwhile form of agency. We need forms of agency that resist not only the overt violence so often associated with the state, but, at least as importantly, the normalizing effects of a pastoral-power taken over by the modern state. As Foucault insisted, "the political, social, philosophical
problem of our days is not to try to liberate the individual from the state, and from the state's institutions, but to liberate us both from the state and from the type of individualization which is linked to the state."35 His work on an ethic of care for the self provides us with suggestions as to the types of resistance we need to develop in order to sustain such liberation.

Foucault distinguished here between morality and ethics. Morality refers to sets of rules that specify what individuals should or should not do. Ethics, in contrast, refers to the ways in which individuals conduct themselves in relation to such sets of rules. Whereas a morality seeks to impose certain requirements and restrictions on the individual, an ethic constitutes a practice through which an individual can negotiate his relationship to such requirements and restrictions. To define an ethic, therefore, we have to describe an orientation towards a set of rules, rather than a set of rules as such. Foucault developed his distinction between ethics and morality by equating the former with Ancient Greece and the later with Hellenic Rome.36 Although the thought and practices of classical Greece included codes of conduct, the emphasis fell not on these codes, but on personal style as manifested in the creative interpretation of these codes. Thus, Ancient Greece provided the individual with considerable freedom in relation to social norms: its morality consisted of a loose set of rules, an open system of laws, that individuals could develop in a variety of ways through their own ethical behaviour. In systems such as that of classical Greece, morality provides a flexible setting in which one is free to develop one's own "ethic of existence," and so "to affirm one's liberty" by giving "one's own life a certain form."37 This ethical orientation of the Greeks began to give way to the stern morality of today in Hellenic Rome. It was then that codes and rules came to be seen as more important than conduct and style. The individual lost any real latitude of interpretation with respect to codes of conduct. Today social norms no longer constitute a loose framework that we interpret through our ethical conduct. They stand rather as rules, imposed on us
from outside - rules we must obey if we are to avoid punishment - and this means we have lost all real freedom in relation to the morality by which we are governed.

Clearly Foucault's distinction between ethics and morality reminds us that we can develop suitable forms of resistance only if we have the space in which to do so. In addition, however, it points to a need to move away from various things that scholars often take to be characteristic of modernity, including both a technocratic or utilitarian rationalism and a stress on the right as the domain of law, towards things such as an emphasis on the art of living or the good as a type of ethical conduct. To say this is not to distinguish a public realm governed by law or morality from a private, poetic realm of ethical conduct. On the contrary, it is to insist on the centrality of ethical conduct in the public, as well as private, sphere. Morality, in any sphere, represents a set of imposed rules, to follow which is not truly to exercise one's agency, not to be free, but only to regulate oneself. Agency and freedom really appear only when we question moral rules by interpreting them creatively in an ethics, although equally we can develop an ethics only because we possess a capacity for agency and freedom. We are agents, but we exercise our agency properly only when we resist the pressures of normalization by challenging a morality though our personal, ethical conduct.

Foucault unpacked the idea of ethical conduct - the form of agency that resists normalization - in terms of a certain aesthetic relation to self. Ethical conduct consists of a relation to self such that one devises a personal style to enhance one's beauty and pleasure in life. From my point of view, the key idea here is of ethics as a questioning activity. Foucault's idea of an aesthetics of existence suggests that we use our agency so as to resist normalizing pressures when we question the limits of the traditions and practices we inherit. He rejects autonomy by refusing to assume that we can pose such questions from any sort of genuine, pre-social human nature. But he defends agency by recognising the value of our questioning the norms we inherit from the position we happen to occupy. Although we are not autonomous beings able to
discover ourselves or to reach a neutral standpoint, we are agents capable of producing ourselves and of questioning any received standpoint. Thus, the freedom we attain in ethical conduct is not a liberation of a true self from all social influences, but rather an ability to modify ourselves in the context of the social influences at work on us. As Foucault said, the subject "constitutes himself in an active fashion, by the practices of the self," but these practices are "not something that the individual invents by himself." As agents, we can draw on the resources society makes available to us to question received norms. We escape the normalizing effects of modern power by exploring limits to authorised forms of subjectivity - by questioning our inheritance - and thus developing an ethics of conduct informed by our personal style. This is why Foucault argues that we are free in so far as we adopt the ethos of enlightenment as permanent critique. This is why we assert our capacity for freedom by producing ourselves as works of art.

I have suggested that we see Foucault's concept of an aesthetics of existence as an assertion of the importance of using our capacity for agency to question all received identities. If we read Foucault in this way, we can rescue him, at least to some extent, from the two criticisms raised most often against his ethics. The first criticism is that his emphasis on aesthetic self-production privileges the experience of a bohemian elite. Sometimes Foucault really does seem to fetishise the aesthetic practices of the dandy, as when he uses the work of Bataille to fill out his concept of transgression, or equates his ethic with the practice of Baudelaire. Nonetheless, if we unpack his concept of an aesthetics of existence not as a stylized art-form, but as the use of one's agency to question social norms, then we can push such dandyism to the margins of his position. His central position here would be that we should question established identities and norms so as to produce ourselves through our conduct. The fact that he uses the word "aesthetic" has little significance. It expresses little more than a concern to avoid the conventional terms of moral debate with their problematic relationship to both the idea of autonomy and a focus on rules not conduct. It
expresses a conviction that we can question identities and norms only from our particular location, not a neutral one, and only to create ourselves, not to discover ourselves. There is, of course, no doubt that social structures provide different groups with different opportunities for agency - and Foucault does not pay sufficient attention to the critical force of the idea of equality of opportunity - but this does not mean that resistance must be aesthetic in the usual sense of that term.

The second criticism of Foucault's ethics is that it privileges a narcissistic relationship to self over social relations. Here too Foucault's entanglement with dandyism lends real credence to his critics. Once again, however, if we unpack his concept of an aesthetics of existence in terms of the questioning of social norms, we can push dandyism to the margins of his position. His central position here would be that we should be free to join, or stand apart from, struggles made on behalf of any collective to which we are supposed to belong; we should be free to reject all imposed identities. We can enter into social relations to pursue co-operative endeavours, but it matters that we should decide, critically and for ourselves, whether or not we wish to be part of any particular co-operative endeavour. We can work together for shared ends, but we should do so in accord with identities we have produced for ourselves, not ones others have defined for us. The fact that Foucault emphasises the relation to self, not the relation to others, expresses perhaps little more than his suspicion of all prescribed identities. It expresses his concern to avoid conventional languages of social action with their representation of certain identities - class, gender, race, nationality - as in some sense natural or privileged.

I hope my discussion of Foucault's ethic of care for the self has suggested how an analysis of different forms of agency or resistance might provide us with normative resources for a type of social criticism absent from his earlier work. Here Foucault's work encourages us to identify, and to place value upon, forms of agency that resist the normalizing effects of modern power. We will want agents to produce themselves by critically interrogating social norms and given identities so as to develop their own
personal style. We will want them to "give new impetus" to "the undefined work of freedom" by separating out "from the contingency that has made us what we are, the possibility of no longer being, doing or thinking what we are, do or think." What is more, of course, if we are to encourage people to produce themselves in this way, we must ensure that norms and identities come across less as a fixed set of categories than as a flexible framework to be explored and challenged. A good society must look to ethical conduct more than to any given moral system. It must resemble ancient Greece more than Hellenic Rome (at least as Foucault describes them) since ethical conduct can thrive only in the "absence of morality" understood as universal rules. Several discussions of the sort of ethics post-structuralism might sustain highlight the ideas of a permanent critique of given identities and a shift from rules to conduct. What I hope I have added to these discussions is the suggestion that one way of defending these values is to treat Foucault's ethic of care for the self as an analysis of the types of agency by which we can resist the normalizing effects of modern power. No doubt important questions remain to be answered. Questions such as: to what extent can we do away with morality in favour of ethics? how can we encourage people to produce, not regulate, themselves? and should we distinguish between types of ethical conduct? Although a composed Foucault provides a point of departure from which to address such questions, his work is unlikely to provide answers to them. The problem here is that he tried only to show "how social mechanisms up to now have been able to work," and to leave "to the people themselves . . . the choice of their own existence"; he deliberately avoided saying "what people ought to be, what they ought to do." Surely, however, we should say something about the choices people might make. Even if we should avoid any morality that prescribes what people must be, we should evoke a flexible framework in which they can make their choices, a flexible framework that excludes some forms of conduct - wife-beating, Nazism, etc. - from the category of the ethical.
A Composed Foucault

The problems of using Foucault to help us to distinguish between types of conduct takes me back to the contrast between a composed and excitable Foucault. To conclude, I want briefly to consider the import of reading Foucault as I have done. If we are to adopt the position here associated with a composed Foucault, we might have to accept the loss of some of the seductive excesses commentators often highlight in his ethic. Any loss would centre on the concept of transgression. Recently scholars such as Thomas Dumm and Jon Simon have unpacked Foucault's idea of freedom by reference to that of transgression in a way that complements the emerging account of Foucault as a gay saint defending heterodox bodily practices.48 Here the recognition of the impossibility of closure, together with the perceived need to avoid appealing to either the subject or moral rules, leads to the promotion of transgressions as the only remaining sites for moments of freedom. Thus, freedom comes to consist in breaking limits that themselves change in part because of the ways in which they are broken. To act ethically is to be excessive, to transgress current rules of behaviour.49

Although there is something seductive and appealing about such a defence of transient rebellion devoid of positive content, there are also clear problems with it. For a start, subjects presumably could not transgress all social rules if they were mere products of regimes of power/knowledge. Yet if subjects are able to transgress because they possess a capacity for innovation, then surely freedom should be tied primarily to this capacity and only indirectly to the transgressions that express it. In addition, there seems to be no reason why we should value transgression, for, as many critics argue, the excitable Foucault appears to leave himself no grounds on which to build an ethic. Finally, we surely can not accept that all behaviour contrary to existing norms should be regarded as ethical. Yet once we evoke grounds for distinguishing good and bad transgressions, then transgression itself is unlikely to remain the cornerstone of our theory of freedom.
If we are to avoid these problems, we need to work with a composed Foucault. To explain the possibility of transgression, we need to introduce the capacity for agency. To explain the value of transgression, we need to portray it as an expression of agency in a world where the impact of a normalizing power makes agency highly vulnerable to various forms of distortion. And to distinguish good transgressions from bad we need to appeal to the impact different actions have on the space for agency left to others. Even if such a composed reading of Foucault lacks some of the excitement of others, that seems a small price to pay for the advantage of a noticeably more coherent and defensible ethic.

Perhaps, however, the loss of excitement need not be so great. Certainly a composed Foucault still provides, as we have seen, a trenchant criticism of modernity and liberalism, for even liberals who confront Foucauldian themes sympathetically still often retain a concept of autonomy or, at the very least, fail to allow sufficiently for the fragility of agency when confronted by normalizing power. Moreover, a composed Foucault retains a powerful concern with transgression and heterodox bodily practices. A recognition of the value of agency and the way it is denied by violence and corroded by power leads to a concern that individuals should explore and challenge social rules through their conduct. Quite how much of the seductive excess of Foucault's work we will retain depends, however, on the answers we give to questions such as: how strong is the normalizing effect of modern power? what moral rules do we need to protect the space for agency of others? and what distinctions should we make between types of ethical conduct? What I have emphasised is the importance of approaching all these questions, and other Foucauldian themes, in the context of a denial of autonomy and affirmation of agency. We can retain much of the seductive charm of Foucault's work on governmentality, an ethic of care for the self, and transgression; but, if we are to avoid various well-known aporias, confusions, and ambiguities in his work, we need to do so in the context of a particular concept of the
subject; we need to accept that acts of transgression are valuable not so much in themselves as because they embody a capacity for agency.

Although I have been concerned to use Foucault rather than interpret him, the notion of a composed Foucault most apparent in his final work points us towards a particular view of his intellectual development. Certainly much of his work does not fit my composed reading: his work up until *Discipline and Punish*, with its extreme hostility to the subject, scarcely fits at all, and even his final work contains passages that do not fit well. If we ignore the ambiguities in his final work, however, we will find my composed reading points to a change in his view of the subject. Moreover, although I can not consider fully the extent to which his final work corresponds to my composed reading, although I can not define the extent to which the change was clear-cut rather than hidden among persistent ambiguities, the idea of such a change relates to two debates in Foucault scholarship.

The first debate concerns the relationship of his archaeology to his genealogy: are they continuous or discontinuous? Here while scholars such as Georges Canguilhem and Gary Gutting emphasise the common concerns and commitments that inspire both methods, others such as Hubert Dreyfus and Paul Rabinow see the genealogy as embodying a concern with power rather than the discourses that had been the focus of the archaeology. Although there are both continuities and changes in Foucault's thought as he shifts from the one method to the other, my reading highlights a key change that occurred after he adopted genealogy. Although genealogy replaced the concept of an episteme with that of a regime of power knowledge, these two concepts played similar roles in relation to the subject and so remain critically similar in a way Dreyfus and Rabinow do not really allow for. Nonetheless, once, after *Discipline and Punish*, Foucault came to see the subject as a sort of agent, then he changed his concept of a regime of power in a way that took him away from both his earlier archaeology and, in some respects, his initial genealogical studies such as *Discipline and Punish*. 
The second debate concerns whether or not Foucault eventually adopted the modern, liberal, humanist concept of the subject, in a way that implies a repudiation of his earlier work. Clearly my reading suggests that although Foucault changed his view of the subject, he did not adopt the modern, liberal, humanist view he earlier had rejected. Even if he came to accept that the subject was an agent, he certainly did not come to accept that the subject was an autonomous agent.
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